This paper aims to explore ways in which the theoretical concept of the creative city can be usefully and practically employed in the development of the urban services and global identity of Makkah, Saudi Arabia. The researcher will introduce the previous studies on creative cities and draw the most prominent active theories to find out the best model to suit Makkah as a pilgrimage city, despite it being located in the Middle East where no research on creative cities has been conducted. The aim is to design a model for Makkah inspired by the experiences of successful creative cities, which will be a key solution to the problems that the city faces -problems largely caused by the growing number of pilgrims every year from all around the world. The study will be summarised into four sections as listed below, based on the following questions: What are the key fundamentals that can be distinguished to decide whether a city is successfully presented as a creative city? What are the strategies used and how are they implemented in case studies of creative cities around the world?
Introduction
Since 1988 (Camilleri [1] ), major cities have shown a growing interest in creating an ideal atmosphere for innovation and creativity, which has given rise to the concept of creative cities that are born primarily from mixing cultural and economic policy at the level of strategic planning (O'Connor [2] ). Urban planning attempts to formulate new characteristics that combine the factors that a successful city should have, which include: good conditions for the residents by providing them with job opportunities and leisure facilities, promoting of culture, and response to the recent challenges of the global competitive market in the context of sustainability and environmental protection (Vlachopoulou and Deffner [3] ).
In addition, it is arguable that the lifeblood of cities has always been creativity (Landry and Bianchini [4] ). For instance, cities face massive challenges such as economic, infrastructural, social and environmental problems (Suciu [5] ) and creativity in these cities will allow creative people to find solutions to the problems that cities face all the time (Costa et al. [6] ). Creative cities make an effort to offer motivation, diversity and prosperity to their citizens (Kornbluh [7] ).
In his report 'Cultural Industries and the Creative City Fever in Germany', Klaus Kunzmann [8] identifies seven reasons why creative cities have become favourable in (German) post-industrial society. Also in his report 'Creative Cities: What Are They For, How Do They Work, and How Do We Build Them?', Meric Gertler [9] illustrates the benefits of the development of creative cities in Canada. Table 1 :
The theories of development of creative cities in Germany and Canada (source: [8, 9] 
The case of Makkah
Makkah has the character and image of a religious city and is a second tier city for tourism. Hodos defines second tier cities as constituting a type characterized by distinct patterns of global integration. He notes that they contain, "Globally active firms in non-financial industries; a common migration pattern; a tradition of innovation in political ideologies and professional/expert cultures; a common historical trajectory due largely to transportation projects that integrate the city more deeply into global flows; and the growth over time of a second-city identity" (Hodos [10] ). The urbanization of Makkah not only competes with second tier cities but also strongly competes with global cities in terms of its economy and quality of construction. The government of Saudi Arabia continually spends around $11 billion on developing and expanding the Holy Places (Kalesar [11] ). Makkah has the capacity to cater for approximately three million Muslims from around the world, who will travel to the holy city to perform Hajj or Umrah. This annual arrival of pilgrims, all of whom require accommodation throughout their stay, has turned the real estate in Makkah into some of the most valuable in the world. The Middle East Economic Digest (MEED) published that the cost in Makkah has seen "land prices range from SR 100,000 ($27,000) a square meter to SR 300,000 ($80,000) a square metre. Over the next five years, analysts estimate that land prices in Makkah and Medina will double. Foreign pilgrims can pay as much as SR 200,000 ($53,000) for a room covering the last 10 days of Ramadan (these figures refer to Saudi Rials, the Saudi Arabian currency). However, most pilgrims follow the spirit of Hajj by sleeping several to a room and on a low budget" (Irish [12] ). Pilgrims come together in Makkah as part of religious tourism, speaking hundreds of different languages in a country they have probably never visited before. This often leads to confusion, especially as pilgrims are required to move from one location to another, due to the sheer volume of people. This research will try to take advantage of the positive and open concept of creativity as applied to Makkah, and also, the appeal of the creative city concept to develop strategy planning.
The concept of the creative cities
Several previous studies that tackled the issue of the creative city tried to draw the character of the creative city. The pioneer of the creative city idea was the urbanist Jane Jacobs in her 1961 book The Death and Life of Great American Cities (see also: Coletta [13] ; Bradford [14] ; Sasaki [15] ; Brown [16] ; Flew [17] ). Jacobs explained how cities attract talented people from various backgrounds by such concepts as 'open systems', which motivate their creativity (Acs and Megyesi [18] ). Jacobs also recommended that, to stimulate innovation and build new urban expertise, a diversity of activities should be facilitated (Markusen and Schrock [19] ). Nevertheless, the term "creative city" was coined by Charles Landry [4, 20, 21] (see also, for example, [13, 15, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ). However, there has been considerable debate about the concept of a creative city (see, for example, [4, 6, 14, 20, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Indeed, the conceptual aspect of a creative city is not easy to identify and it is equally difficult to cover all the various applications and practices that are subjacent to it.
The expression of the concept of a creative city seems to be elusive (Coletta [13] ) because it reflects a set of distinct ideologies with specific applications of creativity in urban physical and economic development (Simeti [28] ). However, the concept becomes much clearer when its components are examined individually. It consists of three major contributors: The researcher finds that Landry's theory of the creative city is useful and suitable for Makkah as a religious city. Landry inspires me with his full method of planning and idea of a range of characteristics that is significant to positive development strategies, including an approach based both on planned order, and the urban vitality arising from unplanned, slightly chaotic development. Also, Landry's theory is important in terms of the ability to find new solutions for quotidian problems and involve everyone in developing the city.
Experiences of successful creative cities around the world
The researcher has highlighted several different "creative city" frameworks that currently inform new visions and creativities. Cities worldwide face significant competition to be attractive for business, talent and tourists. For my studies it is a challenge to select the best framework and practise from over 60 cities that name themselves "creative city" (UNCTAD [30] ). I have found out that UNESCO's Creative cities network is a worthy way to select the appropriate examples of successful creative cities that can be a model I follow for my case study. Notably, the aim of this network is to offer a global platform for cities around the world to share their practices and generate new opportunities for themselves and others (Cohendet et al. [31] 'solve-all' for every urban problem. This needs to be stated clearly. However, there are many instrumental uses to which creative city polices can be put; and critically, there are a number of intrinsic uses as well (Pratt [32] ). In theory they are many examples of a creative city but, in practise few of them can be presented as creative in terms of success not just in art; also some cities are already creative yet there are no references about their experience.
In addition, to making my selective cities that much richer in diverse views, I have chosen second tier cities (STCs) from Canada, Japan, the UK, Spain and Australia; this is because my case study Makkah is an STC, and can be categorized as such. Ann Markusen, Yong-Sook Lee and Sean DiGiovanna, defined STCs as, spatially distinct areas of economic activity where a specialized set of trade oriented industries takes root and flourishes, establishing employment and population growth trajectories that are the envy of many other places (Markusen et al. [33] ).
The distinctiveness and specialization are the key attributes of these cities. As non-global cities, they lack the homogenization and standardization of Paris, Berlin, London and Sydney. The differences are part of their definitions, their richness, diversity and culture -something that is seen less and less of today. The major challenge is searching for the sources of the cities as they are written and published by the city council such as websites and reports. Indeed, that will affect the neutrality of describing cities and looking for the success of their job. Not only that but also, they use these materials for marketing the city. I have chosen to present each city by the standard points including the city overview, the theory of creative city, the use, the aims and vision and the challenges.
The creative city model
From the previous examples of models of creative city practices, we can find out that there are common elements contributing to the conversion of those cities into creative cities. Landry says "Successful cities seemed to have some things in common -visionary individuals, creative organization and a political cultural sharing a clarity of purpose" Landry [21] . Furthermore, some model cities fighting for their identities compete with other cities in the country or in the region. Vancouver tries to put itself in the top position in Canadian cities as a British Columbian city; Glasgow also attempts to win the competition as Scotland's city against the rest of the UK cities and Barcelona as the capital of Catalonia. Consequently, business, tourism, solving problems and sustainability motivated those cities to be creative cities.
I have designed a model for creative city 'CREATIVE', which includes Concept, Recourses, Events, Attractive, Theory, Involved, Vision and Eagerness. These elements were inspired from the five creative cities I studied. Almost all the following elements could produce a creative city at any place. My model of a creative city, however, is not limited to just western culture but can apply to any culture. I have aimed to make the model open, clear and easy to use. Moreover, Table 3 
Conclusion
In order to transform Makkah into a creative city in theory and practice, the researcher is going to apply this model 'CREATIVE' which has been inspired by five of the most creative cities around the world. The research method will be qualitative interviews with a group of decision-makers in various government institutions and some with the private sector (fifteen interviews) that include: 
